
1 Action list review 

All actions fromlast meeting done

2 C-COD - ROD interactions
proposal: C-COD should send e-mail to ROC manager (and CC to ROD) asking for *explanations*  in case ROD failed 
to act. We think that sending an e-mail to ROD again does not
make much sense as ROD *already* failed to deliver their service.

LU: CCOD should keep communication to ROD. 1st interaction should be with ROD, 2nd one with 
ROC manager
HC: We should add into OPS procedures what to do is ROD is failing. What is the expected ROD 
response time? 
proposal: if ROD not respond for a day or 2, send mail to ROC manager
 

3 Requirements for new NGI to join EGI from Operational Support 
perspective 

What are the requirements for new NGI to join EGI from Operational Support
perspective? A kind of operations SLA?

- providing NOD (NGI Operator on Duty) service with specific rules on handling alarms and tickets
- access to knowledge sharing DB or use of central GOC WIKI?
- what else?

VH: maybe option to participate to higher level bodies
MK: it is hard to define in SLA

4 Quality metrics (NON-OK closed alarms)  
proposal: Eliminate possibility to close alarms in NON-OK state completely. Pass this
functionality to C-COD. Make a procedure for ROD to "ask for closing".

NON-OK cases:
a) SD
solution: freeze alarm. Problem: SD can be defined in past. -> Protest it!

b) moving node out of production
let dashboard check if the node is in production

c) monitoring system problems - fake alarms due to failure of mon. infr.
possibly this will not last longer than 72h.

d) core service problems
- add alarm for a core service and mask, 
- but what if the CS is not in our NGI? Create ticket in GGUS and assign an
  alarm to this ticket. 

a) 
LU: SD should not be a problem
DB: Alarms' age should be freezed. We should not close (reset age of) alarms for sites/nodes SD.  If 
we freez the alarms' age then we don't have to care about SD set in the past.
b) 
Dashboard should check if the node is in production. And if not then allow ROD to close such 



alarm (ROD will validate the case). Dashboard should not close alarms automatically. 
This should be validated by RODs before next F2F in 01.2010. 
d) 
open GGUS ticket against CS and mask alarms/ticket with created ticket

5 AOB 

No AOBs
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